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REMARKS ON FIXED POINT THEOREMS

Guo-Jing Jiang and Shin Min Kang

Ab욕tract. In this paper we show fixed point theorems related with 
the diameter of orbit on metric spaces. The results presented m this 
paper extend, improve and unify the results of Hegediis [1], Kim, Kim, 
Leem and Ume [2], Kim and Leem [3], Ohta and Nikaido [4] and 
Taskovic [5].

1. Introduction

Let f and g be mappings from a metric space (X)d) into itself, 

and N denote the sets of nonnegative integers and positive integers, 

respectively. For x,y eX and AQX, define

= {广g'z W 同，

y) = U Qf,g(g),

°/(x) = Of,*、)，

= Of(x)UOf(y),

6(x-> 4) = sup(d(rr, a) : a E A},

SQ4) = sup{d(x,y) : gy E A}.

Recall that x is regular for f if 6(<?y(x)) V and the point x is 

regular for f and g if ^(Oy)p(x)) < +00. The mapping f is called closed
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on X if whenever (xn}^L0 is a sequence in X and x^y E X satisfying 

limn-,.00 = w and limn_>oo f^n = V)then y = fx. It is easy to

see that each continuous mapping is closed. For each t € [0, +oo), [t] 

denotes the largest integer not exceeding t.

Recently, the existence of fixed point and common fixed point for 

the following mappings have been investigated by Hegediis [1]； Kim, 

Kim, Leem and Ume [2], Kim and Leem [3], Ohta and Nikaido [4] and 

Taskovic [5] and others.

(1.1) (Hegediis [1] and Taskovic [5]) there exists r G [0,1) such that for 

all x^y E Xj

打，)< 尸机Oj血"/)).

(1.2) (Ohta and Nikaido [4]) there exist k E N and r € [0,1) such that 

for all ⑦3 £ X,

d(fkx, fky) < r6(Of(x,y)).

(1.3) (Kim and Leem [3]) there exist k E N and r 6 [0,1) such that for 

all x^y E X,

d{fkx,gky) < ”(O总(a;,;)).

(1.4) (Kim and Leem [3]) there exist k E N a교d r G [0,1) such that for 

all x^y € Xy

(fg)ky) < r6{QLg(x,y)').

(1.5) (Kim, Kim, Leem and Ume [2]) there exist m, n G TV and r € [0,1) 

such that for all E X,

d((的、严Mt认。饥)

The purpose of this paper is to establish fixed and common fixed 

point theorems for the following mappings.

(1.6) there exist p,q,m,n E(V with p + q^m + n E N and r € [0,1) 

such that for all £ X,

dUPgqx,rgny) <rd{OLg{x,y^.

(1.7) there exist p E (1,2} and r E [0,1) such that for all x,?/ G X,

d(fx, fpy) <r6(pf{x,y)Y

Our results extend, improve and unify the results of Hegediis [1], 

Kim, Kim； Leem and Ume [2], Kim and Leem [3], Ohta and Nikaido 

[4], Taskovic [5] and others.
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2. Main results

Theorem 2.1. Let f and g be commuting mappings from a metric 

space (X, d) into itself such that fg is closed on X. Suppose that there 

exists a regular point u E X for f and g such that some subsequence 

of the sequence {(fg)細}zen converges to a regular point w £ X for 

f and g for which the inequality (1.6) holds for all x^y e w). 

Then w is a common fixed point of f and g. Moreover

for all i E N and a^b E (0,1}; where k = max(p, q〉n}.

PROOF. For any s^t E 5 it follows form (1.6) that

d（/서%七gZ+心知, 广+左+勺3+砰、）

< r6(Ofiggt+k~^lu,

< ”（O當（•尸+勺'+知,扩+s矿+%，））

=简(0知(/勺細)), 

which means that

(2-1) 6(04(/十”+%)) < 顽。臨JF")

for all i E cv. We assert that

(2.2) d((f9yU, < r【抑(。血(们)

for all i^t E N. In fact, we can write i ck + I uniquely for some 

c丄 £ 3 with Z < A; — 1. From (2.1) we have

<fg)細,(fg)*%) = d((/g)*+知,(fg)ck+l+tu)

< 机사知))

< 简(0,g((由)(CT)心知)

< 如%((/g)(c-2)서爲))

<囲(。臨(为凡))

< 产认Of,g(、U、)、).
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That is； (2.2) holds. This implies that {(/g)%}z@v is a Cauchy se

quence. Note that there exists a subsequence of {(fg)%}QV converg

ing to w G X, that is, w = Since fg is closed on X,

(2.3) w = lim (fg)細 = lim (fg)버%，= lim fg^fg^u = fgw. 
Z—>OO l—»8 Z—>00

For any i, j, s,t e 3, by (1.6) and (2.3) we have

^(/Vw,/Vw)

=d(r+kg3+kw,产+*妒+%丿)

< r6(Oft9(fi+k~pg^+k-^w, /s+*-m9f+lfe-nw))

< ”(。九9(广矿叫■尸g%))

% r5(O/,p(w)),

which implies that

机。总(质))< 简(°jF(w)).

That is, ^(O/)9(w)) = 0. Therefore w = fw = gw. It follows from 

(2.1) that 一

<切仃勺W (J0)+u) < 机Qm((J0)%))

< 飒 S((/g)fz))

< 시抑 (Oj%gW))

for all 2, t € TV and a, & 6 (0,1). Letting t tend to infinity we have

^((MrA,w)<rW(5(O/；5(W))

for all i € TV and a,b € {0,1}. This completes the proof.
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THEOREM 2.2. Let f and g be commuting mappings from a bounded 

complete metric space (X, d) into itself such that fg is closed on X. 

Assume that (1.6) holds. Then f and g have a unique common fixed 

pomt w E X and

(2.4) d^fgyfagbx,w) < 시却<5(0玷伝))

for all x E i E N and a^b E {0,1}? where k — max{饱m,n}.

PROOF. Theorem 2.1 ensures that f and g have a common fixed 

point w E X and that (2.4) holds. The uniqueness of common fixed 

point follows from (1.6). This completes the proof.

REMARK 2.1. Theorem 2.1 extends, improves and unifies Theorems 

3 and 4 of Kim and Leem [3].

REMARK 2.2. Theorem 2.2 includes Theorem 2.1 of Kim, Kim, 

Leem and Ume [2] and Theorem 3 of Ohta and Nikaido [4] as spe

cial cases.

Theorem 2.3. Let f be a mapping from a metric space (X, d) into 

itself. Suppose that there exists a regular pomt u E X for f such that 

some subsequence of the sequence {fnu}ne^ converges to a regular 

point w E X for f for which the inequality (1.7) holds for all x^y E 

Of (zz, w). Then w is a fixed point of f and

(2.5) d(广S3)<

for all i E N.

PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we conclude that

(2-6) 认O心*5 < 对(。乂S))

for all i E cv;

(2.7) ■广+m祯 V 시紀S(CZW)) 
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for all m E Ny and w = 血工氐一如。■尸也 Letting m tend infinity in (2.7), 

we immediately obtain that (2.5) holds. For each 6 > 0 there exists 

an integer k > 2p such that i > k — p implies d(/zw, w) V €. For any

i E N with i > k, (1.7) ensures that

d(饱 /mw) < d(w, fu) + d(/mw, fu)

V€+硕0(严-瑚广％))

< e + r max{2e, 5(Oj的))+ e}.

This implies that —

^(w, O/(w)) < e + r max(2€, ^(Oy(w)) + c}.

Letting e tend to zero, we have

(2.8) 6(w,Of(w)) < r^(O/(w)).

We now distinguish two cases.

Case 1. p = 1. By (2.6) and (2.8) we have

5(O/(w)) = max{5(@, 6(0/(/w))}

< max(^(w, Of(fw')'), r^(Q/(w))}

<”(Oj《由))，

which implies that ^(Oy(w)) = 0. That is, w = /w.

Case 2. p = 2. By (2.6), (1.7) and (2.8) we have

NQ也))=max{<5(w, O/(/w)), Oz(/2w)), <5(O/(/2w))}

< max{r^(Oy(w)), supr6(Of{wy /£w)), r^(Oy(w))} 
圮3

= r6(O/(w)),

which implies that 5(Qf(w)) = 0. That is, w = fw. This completes 

the proof.

From Theorem 2.3 we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.4. Let f be a mapping from a bounded complete metric 

space (瓦 d) into itself satisfying (1.7). Then f has a unique fixed point 

w E X and

d(/zx, w) < 丁年质(Of (%))

for all x E X and i E N.

Remark 2.3. Theorems 2.3 and 2,4 extend Theorem 2 of Hegediis
[1] and the main result of Taskovic [5].
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